Foundational System
“2 Pack”

1 ENHANCE YOUR CELLS...

Vibrant & Clear™ Phospholipid Wafers: Provide Daily
Membrane Lipid Replacement (MLR)
Antioxidants can be effective at neutralizing free radicals
that damage cell membranes caused by: exercise, drugs,
alcohol, antibiotics, tobacco, digestion, exercise and pollutants
to name a few. However, when damage is already done,
traditional antioxidants have no ability to repair that damage.

Whether you are seeking to maintain healthy vitality
or address specific health issues, we offer two “core”
products that are absolutely necessary. This scientifically
matched supplement combination will help set a solid
foundation, enabling you to thrive throughout your day,
and effectively address more difficult wellness issues.
Nutritional benefits will be enhanced by both products
ability to increase cellular absorption. Together, on a
daily basis, they offer the cell a full spectrum of nutrients
with maximum benefits.

FOUNDATIONAL SYSTEM Support:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

310 Food Based Ingredients - NON-GMO
Increased Energy Levels
Improved Mental Clarity
Doctor Formulated & Recommended
Enhanced Cellular Potential
Healthy pH Levels
Improved Mitochondrial Function
Anti-Microbial & Immunity Boosters

These two scientifically studied formulas help reset the body
into a healthy state. Many people find their specific issues
can be resolved simply by bringing the body back into a state
of balance. Getting a full complement of high quality nutrients
into the body is one thing. Getting the body to fully metabolize
these nutrients is something else altogether.
The FOUNDATIONAL SYSTEM is key to set the foundation
for proper nutrient uptake and offer your body benefits far
beyond your intended goals. This (2-Product) combination
is commonly referred to as ENHANCE YOUR CELLS and
FEED YOUR CELLS.

3 FOCUS ON YOUR ISSUE...

Add a Condition Specific Product to Make a 3 Pack.
The FOUNDATIONAL SYSTEM will help maximize nutrient processing and deliver full spectrum nutrients to the body.
NOW, you can add another product to provide nutrients that address a specific wellness goal...

Muscle, Bone & Joint

Blood Sugar & Weight Control

Adding AMAZING AMINOS AC to the FOUNDATIONAL
SYSTEM will supply a perfectly balanced amount
of predigested amino acids to help support healthy
muscles, bones and joints.

Adding D2Metrix Plus™ to the FOUNDATIONAL
SYSTEM will supply the support needed to increase
metabolic conversion of carbohydrates to assist
in blood sugar and weight loss.

“3 Pack”

“3 Pack”

Now, the lipids available in Vibrant & Clear Phospholipid
Wafers enhance the damaged phospholipids in the cell
membranes with vibrant healthy phospholipids. These berry
flavored, chewable wafers allow the cells to process nutrients
more effectively.
FACT: We have over 15 years of proven research to show
its overall effectiveness in aiding proper cell function through
Membrane Lipid Replacement Therapy. Vibrant & Clear
Phospholipid Wafers are an essential component to any
nutritional supplement protocol.

2 FEED YOUR CELLS...

DAILYMetrix™ Functional Liquid, Multi-Vitamin, MultiMineral and Wholefood Complex:
Our powerful formula contains 310 of the Earth’s finest
nutritional ingredients including all the Natural Vitamins,
74+ Natural Ionic Minerals, Phytonutrients, Whole Foods,
Digestive Enzymes, Fatty Acids, Herbal-Botanical Elements
and Much More...
DAILYMetrix uses nature’s own technology, a super
concentrated Humic and Fulvic Acid powerhouse, to deliver
directly to the cells full spectrum, cell-ready nutrition, which
helps to support your life, health and wellness. DAILYMetrix
provides balanced, NON-GMO, whole food wellness in
liquid form.

AMAZING AMINOS AC Ingredient Support:
•
•
•
•

Lean Muscle Creation
Muscle Repair
Bone and Joint Health
Brain & Cardiovascular Functions

AMAZING AMINO AC acids are perfectly balanced in the
naturally proportioned amounts needed to build new
proteins and to support healthy physiological processes.
AMAZING AMINOS AC are a pure source of all-natural,
full spectrum, free form amino acids.

The Humic and Fulvic Acid found in DAILYMetrix are nature’s
own delivery system to the cells. Nutrients that can actually
be delivered to the cells facilitate all the biochemical
processes that take place inside of it to support life-giving
functions. If nutrients don’t make it to the cell, it’s like you
never took them at all.

There is no supplement that comes close to this product,
hence the name, AMAZING AMINOS AC! It consists
of amino acids, short peptides and minerals that are
derived from the finest Deep Caught Atlantic Cod.
Most amino acid supplements are produced by industrial
processes using bacteria or other synthetic processes
while ours comes from a living organism – FISH.

FACT: The independent group, The Physicians’ Desk
Reference, advises vitamins are 98% absorbed in liquid
form but only 20% in pill form.

FACT: Our amino acids are perfectly balanced in the
naturally proportioned amounts needed to build new
proteins and to support healthy physiological processes.

D2Metrix Ingredient Support:
•
•
•
•

Reducing Fat Cells
Restricting Glucose Tissue Uptake
Improved Lipid Profiles
Stimulating Blood Sugar Metabolism

D2Metrix Plus powered by (CARB).CTL is not just a
simple one attack nutritional product. D2Metrix Plus is
a combination of natural, safe and effective ingredients
that help control carbohydrate metabolism in many
distinct ways. Together, this blend of 4 natural ingredients
impacts the major control points of carbohydrate
metabolism, which results in normalizing blood glucose
levels while supporting weight loss.
The ingredients found in D2Metrix Plus have been
heavily studied for decades and have been selected for
their individual support to the overall formula as well as
their synergistic effects to achieve desired results.
FACT: D2Metrix Plus is 100% safe, containing the most
effective ingredients in its category. D2Metrix Plus puts
back into the food supply what nature intended all along.

